
. NOCTURNAL’S SCRIPT OUTLINE PRIMER . 

- High energy music, beauty product shots and text on-screen
- Product or service introduced with quick Voiceover or on screen text
- Ends with call to action that drives viewers to: website/event/additional videos/find out

more at shopping cart etc…. 
- VO is typically limited to about 15-40 words

What do you want the viewer to learn/do? Can you say it using 30 words or less?

This primer will help your team think about what you need your video to communicate. We’ve 
provided brief outlines for a few different types of videos and their structure. See if there is one 
that feels right and see if the format might fit.  

Odds are one of our templates will work for your specific video, however, in the chance that it's not 
a perfect fit - that's fine! Let’s get in touch and we can work together to tailor the perfect fit for your 
animated motion graphic video. 

NOTE ON DURATION
In our years of experience, we've found that  the most effective videos have running time of about 
30 - 90 seconds. With longer durations it becomes exponentially harder to keep a viewer engaged 
with your message. For now, do your best to write all the positive features and really describe what 
you want the viewer to learn and we can help narrow it down with you .
When your rough notes are ready to be adapted  into a script, we’ll help you optimize for time and 
effectiveness by distilling all this information into a format tailored to your target viewer.

THE SIZZLE 10-30 seconds 
Quick and exciting, the sizzle builds excitement and creates buzz, while enforcing the brand identity and  
values, usually used to introduce or promote in a condensed form and drive viewers to further engage with  
the brand in a longer format. Typical uses are to introduce/refresh a product.  HIGH IMPACT 
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- What is the product / service? (“Introducing…. ”) 
- What are the benefits? Are there enough for a list? A-B-C ( “The first/only to ….”) 
- Show/ state feature(s) if possible (“With patented Sensor touch technology…”)
- Restate main benefit (Can the benefit be condensed to one tag line?) (“The best. Period”)
- Call to action / what do you want the viewer to do? (“Learn more at...)

- Present problem
- Present product / service/ company”as solution/hero
- Highlight features / a - b - c
- Recap benefit(s) / uniqueness
- Call to action

- May use a character to show journey/overcome obstacle
- Less “On the nose” with product messaging
- Longer production timelines
- Very rewarding to the viewer / great way to share a unique message
- Most likely to get social media traction

PROMO A 30-60 seconds 
PRODUCT / SERVICE PROMOTION A 
This is the sizzle in longer format. The additional time allows more time to show off more product benefits 
or how it might  be used.  Energy is still high 

PROMO B 30-90 seconds 
PRODUCT / SERVICE PROMOTION B 
This is a video promotion that shows benefits by first presenting the problem, and uses a little more time to 
educate the viewer on the product / service and how it solves the presented problem. 

THE CHARACTER NARRATIVE 30 seconds - 120 seconds
This type of video uses characters to drive a narrative that can tell a story around a product or service, or  
just communicate a brand message. These types of videos are more like producing a short film and the  
script writing process can be more involved than a typically promotion.

SAMPLE OUTLINE FORMAT 
On the following page is a sample of a 30 second sizzle script. You can see direction for the Voiceover, 
visuals and a rough estimate of timing. At this point in the process you probably will have a lot more to say, 
go ahead and see what you can do using the blank script on the next page. 
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VOICE OVER  VISUALS  seconds 

Introducing the WXR 1500  Close up shots of motorcycle in studio 
lighting.  Text callouts highlight features 

- Seat Stitching
- New Dials/ gauges
- Reworked clutch
- New suspension

15 

The only 2018 model with 
smartshift anti-slip tech. 

Wide front shot of bike - revs up and lights 
turn on - focus blurs 
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Schedule a test drive at
Mike's Motos today! 

Text on-screen over blurred background 
TEXT: COMING SPRING 2019 
LOGO fade up in smoke 
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TEST SCRIPT 

VOICE OVER  VISUALS  SECONDS 
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VOICE OVER  VISUALS  SECONDS 
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